
DANISA – back by popular demand!  
Oriental Dancer, Danisa, will be doing workshops throughout SA this  

October 2011.  The JHB dates are scheduled for 14 – 16 October 2011.  

The response and feedback to Danisa’s Durban and Cape Town  

Workshops earlier this year, was overwhelming – so, Don’t Miss Out! 

 

YouTube Links for Danisa:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hwk_VF-05Zg&feature=related 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tebB5hqL4Lw&feature=related 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGOtSl0vAlE&feature=related 

 

SATURDAY, 15 OCTOBER 2011 
Workshop 1: Modern Oriental and Shaabi technique: 

This Fantastic, Fun, 2-in-1 workshop will add dynamics to your dance 

like never before! Spins, turns and combinations of Traveling steps, turns, hip drops, accents, shimmies 

and more!!  

Shaabi has old, rural origins, but also refers to a modern urban musical style, often using western and 

electric instruments. Shaabi musicians popularized short song forms and lyrics dealing with everyday 

social themes, paralleling the development of "working class" politics.  

ALL Levels        Duration: 3 ½ hours @ R360 

 
Workshop 2: Drum solo technique and choreography 
Learn a vibrant and upbeat modern drum solo choreography, full of accents and shimmies. Class 

is accessible to beginning to intermediate dancers. Great workout and fun!! This high-energy cardio 

workshop will strengthen the body and make you sweat and laugh!! 

Intermediate – Professional Level                       Duration: 3 hours @ R330 

 

SUNDAY, 16 OCTOBER 2011 
Workshop 3: “ Tarab” - Oum Kalthoum music interpretation 
The essential classics by the "star of the East" that all belly dancers should know! 

Not a workshop focused on Choreography, but on Interpretation…  Studying the classics will not only get 

you in touch with the pure essence of raks sharki style, but it will help you to request songs when working 

with a live band and make yourself truly literate in this art form. 

EntaOmri: ‘you are my life’ is one of the most beautiful songs by Mohamed Abdel Wahab  

 

Danisa will explain the singer, the song, the words, the feeling and rhythms of each section, and give the 

students various ideas of what will fit in terms of movement and expression… 

Students will choose what they feel individually, working section by section, and finally putting 

everything together.  

Intermediate – Professional Level                      Duration: 3 ½ Hours @ R360 

 

Workshop 4: Modern khaliji workshop  
In Arabic the word khaliji means "gulf", a style of dance performed in all of the Persian Gulf.  These 

group of dances are performed by women for women and emphasize the beauty of the costume and 

dancers hair. The dance movements include sharp quick shoulder shimmies, hair movements, poly-

rhythmic clapping, and some footwork.  Danisa brings you from Dubai the true spirit of this dance  as the 

"Khaliji" people transmit and feel and as the professional dancers perform on stage nowadays in the 

Gulf!! 

ALL Levels                                                          Duration:  2 ½ Hours @ R300 


